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ABSTRACT. The peoples in the arctic
regions have experienced unprecedented cultural change in the last 40 years. The Dene, Metis, Samis,
Athapaskans, Inuit and other aboriginal peoplein these regions have all seen their traditional
lifestylesaltered dramaticallywith the increasedinflux of
southern peoples, withtheir baggage of modemtechnology, bureaucracy and assorted
economic/political/soial/culturalsystems. This paper focuses on
the Inuit regions of Alaska, northern Canada and Greenland, for the Inuit have experienced more cultural changes since 1945 than in any other
concentrated time spanbefore.
Although the changes have often resulted in great human tragedies, such as suicide epidemics and alcoholism, many positive changes have also
occurred, as shownby major events in the threeInuit regions examined, as well as the establishment of somecultural and educational institutions. The
paper drawson interviewswith contemporaryInuit leaders. It concludesthat the Inuit
cultureis now in the process of being re-affirmed and will indeed be
of increasing worldwide importanceas the Arctic emerges as a new international and transnational region.
Key words: Alaska, northern Canada, Greenland, Inuit, cultural change
RÉSUMÉ. Les peuples des régionsarctiquesont subi des mutationsculturellessans prkcédentdepuis quarante ans. Les Dene, les Métis, les Samis, les
Athapaskans, les Inuit et d’autres peuples aborigbnes de ces régions ont tous subi une modificationspectaculairede leurs modes de vie traditionnels
devant l’afflux de gens du Suddébarqués avec leur bagage de techniques modernes, de bureaucratie et de systbmes économiques/politiques/sociaux/
culturels assortis. Le pdsent article se concentre sur les dgions de l’Alaska, du Nord du Canadaet du Groënlandpeuplks par les Inuit, car ces derniers
ont subi plus de changements culturels depuis 1945 que jamais auparavant.
Même si ces changements se sont
souventtraduits parde grandes trag6dieshumaines,comme des CpidCmiesde suicide etun taux d’alcoolismeélevé, il
en est également r6sultéquantité de changements positifs. L’auteur analysecertains des événementsmajeurs qui se sont produits dans ces trois régions
peuplées parles Inuit ainsi que l’implantation de certainsCtablissements culturelset educatifs. L’articles’inspired’entrevuesmenées auprbsde dirigeants
inuit contemporains.Sa conclusion est que la culture inuit est en passe de se d a f f m e r et revetira de plus en plus d’importance l’échelonmondial tandis
que l’Arctique émerge comme nouvelle r6gioninternationale et trans-nationale.
Mots cles: Alaska, Nord du Canada, Groënland, Inuit, mutations culturelles
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and political power. Cultural change has therefore been greatest
among Inuit in larger settlements or towns, not to mention
The peoples in the arctic regions have experienced unpreceamong those who have lived in southern cities, and has taken
dented cultural change in the last 40 years. The Dene, Metis,
different paths inAlaska, northern Canada andGreenland.
Samis, Athapaskans, Inuit and other aboriginal peoplein these
In the last 40 years, the arctic regions of Alaska, northern
regions have allseen their traditional lifestyles altered dramati- Canada and Greenland have experienced enormous change: the
cally with the increased influxof southern peoples, with their
centralization of camps and small settlements intolarger ones;
baggage of modem technology, bureaucracyandassorted
the introduction (or
expansion)of Southern-styleschools, social/
economic/political/social/culturalsystems. This paper focuses
health services andlegal systems; the changing roleof women;
on the Inuit regions of Alaska, northern Canada and
Greenland,
the increasing militarization and resource exploitation of the
for the Inuit have experienced more
cultural changes since1945 Arctic; the change from a subsistence hunting economy to a
than in any other concentrated time spanbefore. Today, howmixed economy; the creation of a class structure with an Inuit
ever, Inuit cultureappears to be in theprocess of being
elite; the change from a communal society to a society with
re-affirmed; it has not only weathered the
changes, but is strong emphasis on individual attainment;the introductionof materialand flourishing in manyrespects.
istic values and consumer goods; a diversification of religious
Cultural change and/or stability is anintricate web woven by denominations, including sects such as Jehovah’s Witnesses,
theinterrelationship of culture, economicsandpolitics. By
Bahai and the Pentecostals; the teaching of English (in Alaska
economics is meant financial power and by politics political
and northern Canada) or Danish (in Greenland) as the primary
power and the ability
to influencethe political process combined language;theincreasedinvolvement of thestate/provincial/
with a grassroots political will. “Culture” is a very difficult
territorial and/or central governments (the dawning
of the bureauword in an arcticcontext - when an Inuk speaks about his or
cratic age); and the pervasive introduction of southern media.
her culture, it is generally understood
to mean “the Inuit way of The list of major changes is almostendless.
life,” whereas a non-Inuk will thinkof Inuit culture in a more
Everyone knows, and alltoo often it is the only thing known,
narrow sense as, for example, Inuit songs, legends and material the negative results of these changes - the alcoholism, the
culture. In this article, culture is used in the wider sense.
suicide epidemics, the discrimination, thehuman tragedies.
Among theInuit, cultural change seems to be proportional to
Muchmore importantly, thechangeshave
also served as
the changes in political and economic statusand power, and a
catalysts for new directions; current reactions to these changes
certain cultural change (as
in learning the white man’s ways
and
are resultingin the new movement towarddecentralization;the
language) seemsto be necessary inorder to increase economic change from a subsistence economy to a mixed economy; the
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extraordinary emphasis by Inuit on northern controlof schools,
bothattheelementaryandsecondary
levels, and on their
teaching of native languages andskills; the dramatic increase in
the northern administrationof, and inputinto, social, health and
legal services; the “Inuitization” of bureaucracy and political
institutions; the eradication of serious health problems, such as
tuberculosis; the lengthening
-in someplaces, the doublingof Inuit’s anticipated life span; the reduction of infant mortality
and the doubling of the Inuit population (in most regions); the
establishment of Inuit-controlled media; the formation of an
Inuit elite; a more equal and respectful relationship between
whites and Inuit; and the highly successful attainment of land
claimssettlementandself-government
as. experienced, for
example, in the North Slope Borough, northern Quebec and
Greenland, which has resultedinastrongpolitical
voice, a
reasonably solid economy and asteadfast sense of idefitity.
The story of cultural change in the last40 years is a storyof
great tragedies, but also of extraordinary successes, that would
have been unimaginable40 years ago and that pointto a strong
and increasingly brightfuture for the Inuit in the Arctic.
GREENLAND
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one of the reasons that material development was accelerated.
New kinds of housing,
for example.New ways of sanitation and
hygiene. The whole thing exploded within a few years.
And then it is expected that the innards, thatus,
is keep pace
with thisand, of course, wedo, to a certain extent. But one has to
30 years does not make a child of
have a lot of patience because
nature into a New Yorker.
There is another change now in the eighties. Progress and
development went very fast for the reasons just mentioned. But
now in the eighties, we are starting to look much more towards
are
the quality of life. For example, in terms of housing we
finding it is much better suited for people’s needs and their
lifestyle and way of life that they have single family housing,
instead of the big apartment blocks that were builtfiit.
to todo it
We have, all of a sudden, started to take our try
time
the right way rather than just rushing along madly because we
have to keep up with the Joneses, and the way they live in
Hvidovre [a Copenhagen suburb]. We have started to give the
in Greenland a more Greenlandic
European type of development
profile. And I am still talking about material things.
We didn’t have much choice
40 years ago as to whether or not
there should be development. And therefore it is hard to say
whether it has been good or bad. Because there was no choice, it
was obvious that things had to change. Of course, they could
have changed in a thousand different ways. But it is easy in
hindsight to say that things could have been done differently
. . . , The only thing is that maybe there should have been more
restrictions on business in the North because it was very easy for
Danes, who had several centuries of experience in trade and
commerce, to come up and seize the best opportunities, and
Greenlanders ought to have been more involved in this process.

Though one can discern common patterns, each region, of
course, experienced its own particular changes. In Greenland,
World War I1 was the threshold between the old and thenew.
Peter FrederikRosing, a Greenlander (Greenlanders are Inuit
living in Greenland) and director of Kalaallit-Nunaata Radioa
(KNR - the Greenlandic Broadcasting Corporation) spoke to
me ofsome of these influencesanininterview conducted in July The increased contact with countries such
as the United States
1987:
and Canada (Greenland obtained many goods from the U.S.
The country was in effect closeduntil the war, closed in the
during the war and
Greenlanderswere introducedto such things
sense that one did not want to disturb the old culture too much, as the Searscatalogue), the material progress withits many new
was slowly
starting to
which was the hunting culture. However
it
and exciting consumer goods, the shift toward a money econchange to a mixed economy of fishing and hunting and the
omy and a feeling that it was possible to live and progress
money economy was starting to surface just before the wartime without a close and closed government by Denmark were the
years.ButbecauseGreenlandwaseffectivelycutofffrom
outcome of the war years. It made Greenlanders expectant of
Denmark during the war years and received all their supplies
and prepared for changes that would give them greater autonfrom the United States, it meant that Greenland had started to
understand that, in fact, there was something else out there inomy
the and open up Greenland to the modem world.
In 1953, following the United Nations declaration decoloon
world, especially of material goods, and started to have a taste
for consumer goods, and it was impossible to put that aside once
rization, Denmark got a newconstitution, which made Greenthe war was over.
land an integral part of the Danish Kingdom, rather than a
Now, one can no longer just depend skins,
on but one has to
colony as it hadbeenuntil then, withthesame rights and
actually have real money in order to get what one wants. That privileges
is
as any other Danes. Two Greenlanders were elected
thereasonwhyitwasnolongerpossibleforDenmarkto
to Folketinget, the Danish parliament, thereby ensuring Greencontinue its closed policy. The country became more and more
open toward the end offorties
the and officially became a part of land’s representation in national politics.
To many Danes, the inclusion ofGreenland as an equal
the Danish Kingdom in1953.
region of Denmark meant that Greenlanders
(or “northern”
That was when the privatization started. Until then privatization
had not been known, except in the sense that if one is a hunter, Danes, as some called them) should now be made over in the
imageof “southern” Danesandthatapseudo-blueprint
of
one is really in private enterprise; one is one’s ownboss. The
same applies when one is a fisherman. Otherwise all forms of
Danish society - its institutions, its architecture, its educacommerce and production were left to the Danish government. Ittional system, etc. -should be impressed on Greenland. These
was only after 1953 that one was able to establish oneself as
trends peaked in the infamous
G-60bill (1 W),
a ten-year plan
one’s own employer.So we have only had30 years’ experience
for social and economicdevelopment that was theresult of this
in this kind of economy. . . .
thinking; it led to the centralization of settlements and outposts
Production, of course, is still very much a part of government;
into larger towns and centralization of social and health sernow it is the Home Rule government, but before it was the
vices,
and it included thefoedesfedrkriterie, which made GreenDanish State.So the biggest changes
are on the material side and
landers so angrythat it becamea catalyst for politicaland
in the economic structure of society.
cultural change becauseof its inherentdiscrimination. The
Just after1945, the Danish authorities realized that itwas no
fiedestedskriterie, the birthplace criterion, madeaperson’s
longer possible to have the closed country policy without it
causing problems for the Greenlanders, including health probplace of birth a majorcriterion for the determination of hidher
lems. Tuberculosiswas extremely prevalent at the time. That is salary. A Greenlander withthe same education as a Dane would
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thereby get a smaller salary even if their jobs were the same e.g., a Greenlandic teacher filling exactly the same position as a
Danish teacher would get less pay. Already, in 1958, a new
school law hadcreated an education system where thecriterion
for success was how well you learned Danish and where the
brightest students were sent off to Denmark for further education. It solidified the establishment of a new Greenlandic elite,
but it was exactly among members of the new, well-educated
elite that discontent started.
Partly as a reaction to the school law of 1958 and BillG-60,
Unge Gronlaenders Raad (Young Greenlanders Council) was
formed among Greenlandic students in Copenhagen in 1963.
Their goal was a much stronger voice for Greenlanders in
Greenland’s political, economic and cultural future. Among its
members were students who are now prominent Greenlandic
politicians, such as Prime Minister Jonathan Motzfeldt.
An example of the interaction of economic, political and
cultural forces to induce a major cultural change was the closing
of the miningtown Qutdligssat in 1972. Itwas a Danish
bureaucractic decision that made eminent sense when laid out
on a desk in Copenhagen but was the stuff that cultural revolutions were made ofGreenland.
in
Qutdligssat was a coal-mining
town in the Disko Bay; the coal mine wasclosed because it was
no longer profitable and its inhabitants were unceremoniously
relocated into larger towns on the west coast. To many Greenlanders, this forced move meant the destruction of families,
suicides, alcoholism, unemployment and despair. The process
was documented in the first modem Greenlandic feature-length
film by Aqqaluk Lynge (now Minister for Social Affairs in the
Home Rule Government) and included several highly political
ballads. The film, the songs, the tragedy of Qutdligssat made a
stunning impact on many Greenlanders, and the determination
that this should never happen again grew. Its first, and maybe
most visible and influential, result was the founding of Assivik
in 1976. This was the re-establishment of the old Inuit tradition
of a summer camp; Assivik became a cultural summer camp
devoted to the preservation of Inuit values. It became a place for
the discussion of political, social and cultural events, the
teaching of Inuit history, the teaching of traditional Inuit dances
and songs by elders and the creation of modem Inuit songs and
literature. The Assivik camps have become a major cultural
force in Greenland and are still held each summer (each year ain
different settlement), drawing up to 15OO-2OOO people from all
over Greenland and now also from northern Canada, Alaska
and, last year, Siberia as well. The Assivik camps have been
influential in the formation of the Inuit Ataqatigiit party (witha
strong emphasis on Greenlandic identity and independence),
which now has three ministerial posts in the Home Rule parliament andholds the balance of power in the present government.
Several past participants in the camps have become teachers
who have been instrumental in setting up the Ilisimatusafii (the
beginning of a Greenlandic University) and other cultural institutions. Assavik started a grassroots movement supporting the
active maintenance of the Greenlandic identity.
The growing concern for cultural independence and political
autonomy led to the negotiations and referendum that established Home Rule in Greenland on 1 May 1979. Greenland has
its own Home Rule Government, which step by step is taking
over the responsibility for all areas of jurisdiction, except
defence and foreign affairs, from the Danish government. Most
areas of jurisdiction have already been taken over - the last
one, the health sector, will come under Greenlandic authority in

1990. Greenland remains a part of the Danish Kingdom; however, it now also has its own flag and Greenlandic is its official
language.
Because Greenland was apart of Denmark, Greenland became
a member of the European Economic Community (EEC) in
1972, even though 70 percent of Greenlanders voted against
entry into the EEC. It is a markof the new Greenlandic
self-confidencethat Greenland held another referendum in 1982
and voted to withdraw from the EEC in 1985, because it no
longer wanted its cultural and economic future made dependent
on decisions taken by foreign powers, i.e., the European
Economic Community.
ALASKA

In Alaska, as in Greenland and northernCanada, World War
I1 also had its effects; the main result was the urbanization of
Alaska, including the construction of major Air Force bases,
with its subsequent influx of people and money. Soon after the
war, Alaskan residents started to want full statehood. When
Alaska received statehood in 1957, the whole relationship
between Alaskanresidents and the federal government changed.
As the 49th state, Alaska gained its own state legislature, direct
representation in the federal Senate and House of Representatives andactive jurisdiction in sectors such as education, health
servicesand oil andmineral concessions, which eventually
brought about conflicts with native land rights. Just as Greenland hadchanged its relationship to Denmark in1953, so Alaska
now assumed full state rights and opportunities in spite of its
demographic differences.
Together with statehood and urbanization, another major
agent of change was the civil rights movement. The American
civil rights movement of the late fifties and the sixties had an
enormous impact; it showed the Alaskan nativesthat minorities
could and should stand up for their rights within the American
system andthat indeed it was possible for minorities to take their
rightful and equal place in American society, as guaranteed by
the Constitution and bya number of Supreme Court rulings. The
“War on Poverty” provided native leaders withmoneyto
mobilize and organize across the state.
It is impossible to bring about a positive cultural change
without a psychological change that makes youassert yourself,
believe in your
own values and makes you ready
to deal with the
cultural changes in process and willing to worktowardthe
economic and political changes needed to implement the cultural ones. The greatest change effected by the civil rights
movement among the Alaskan natives was this psychological
change. The Alaskan natives felt the same kind of new-found
confidence and equality felt by the blacks in the Lower 48. In the
conflicts over control of Alaskan lands, the native population
quickly learned to use the American judicial system; the sense
of minority groups’ power in litigation and the subsequent
changing relations between whites and non-whites
were some of
the positive results for the minorities.
But all of these changes were overshadowed by the increasing
world importance of fossil fuels and the discovery of oil in
Alaska. The oil focused attention on Alaska, forcing the federal
government to cooperate both withthe native population and the
oil industry - an alliance that resulted in the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, as well as in the tremendous oil boom
period of the seventies and early eighties.
In the late sixties the United States experienced rising oil
pricesandan
increasing demand for self-sufficiency in oil
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supplies because of the unstable situation in the Middle East.
Because of government’s and industry’s eagerness to start oil
exploration, the Alaskan natives negotiated the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) with U.S.
the federal governof 44
ment in1971, which gave the Alaskan natives a settlement
million acres of land and U.S.$962.5 million. It gave them
serious economic and politicalclout; they would no longer be
easily dismissed as a weak minoritygroup.
ANCSA established 12 regional corporations and
200 village
profit corporations, which wereset up as financial corporations
to handle the compensation money and to administer the land
holdings. A 13th corporation was set up to incorporate all the
Alaskan nativesliving outside thestate. The regions were given
a large measure
of autonomy, varying somewhatfrom region to
region. For example, the North Slope Borough set up its own
municipal assembly, which has a wide sphere of jurisdiction,
includingthepower
of taxation; other regionsestablished
locally controlled school boards and other services.
The settlement money, together with theoil boom money that
the oil companies broughtin during the buildingof the Alaska
Pipeline and the pursuant
oil production, made for an unprecedented wealthyeconomy. For adecade, the sky was the
limit. In
this case, that statementis more than a metaphor, for Alaska is
the only state in the United States to own its own satellite,
Aurora, which the state essentially just went out and bought
“off the shelf” at a price tag of approximately $25-30 million.
Satellite communication (Fig. 1) brought television and telephone to every bush village with more than 25 inhabitants. A
southern culture and a foreign language filled the Inupiaq and
Yupik homes, but it also gave access to better education, better
communications systemsand better health care.

the introduction of ski-doos and other all-terrain vehicles. It
meantnative-owned businesses, construction firms, hotels
(including the Sheraton and the Westward Hilton in Anchorage); it meantjobs in rural Alaska, which speeded up immensely
the movement from a subsistence to a mixed economy. The
money gavethe Inuit the power
to hire lawyers who were able to
safeguard their interests on several issues and to hire scientists
on such issuesas whale
who could work
for the natives’ interests
quotas and environmentalprotection. The money gave them all
these materialistic goods and services, but more importantly,
the money also gave themthe political and economicpower.

FIG.2. Young Alaskan Inuitl e m the traditional dancesfrom their elders. Photo

credit: Alootook Ipellie, courtesy of ICC.

The Alaskan Inuit have made enormous strides in terms of
autonomyand political influence at theregional level. The
education system has expanded to include Inupiaq and Yupik
language and culture; heritage and elders projects and cultural
organizations, such as the Manileq Association, reflect these
concerns, as do the communications media. The oil boom and
land claims settlementmoney have made much
of this possible.
But the oil boom is over, at least for now, and the land claims
settlement has also caused many problems. Alaskan Inuit are
right nowgoing through a period of
re-evaluation, taking stock
of the last 30-40 years, examining what afuture without an oil
boom mightbe like, andparticularlylooking
at boththe
negative and positive effects of ANCSA and its influence on
their culture, on their way of life.
ANCSA, whichat the time of its implementation was looked
upon as a model for landclaims settlement, has provedto have
FIG.I . Station KOTZ, Kotzebue, Alaska - satellites bring news to the settlements. Photo credit: Marianne Stenbaek.
had many negativeor potentially negative results. Several of its
significant provisions come up for revision in 1991,and it is
The ANCSA money meant political power, as it was the
feared that some ofthe land will be lost, either through banklargest in-state source of direct liquid capital: native leaders
ruptcies, sale by individuals, or through tax burdens. ANCSA
were elected to the state legislature; it meant lobbying power in has also created a serious philosophical split betweenthe new
Washington - one of many results of this is the U.S. Arctic
“corporation” Inuit and the more traditional“tribal” Inuit; this
Research and Policy Act(1984),as well as influential input in has given rise to the “sovereignty” tribal government moveother bills; it meant neweducationaland culturalfacilities, such
ment. Justice Thomas Berger spent a year and a half holding
as high schools in150 villages, including a varietyof heritage
hearings in 65 Alaskan villages about the present and future
and elders’ programs (Fig. 2). The money meant an enormous
impactofANCSA;
his findings on boththepositiveand
construction boom;some villages now have ranch-style houses
negative impacts are detailed in Village Journey (1985)(Fig. 3).
with every modem convenience
-houses that would equally
fit
The next four years between now and 1991 will determine
in a Dallassuburb, although theyare often side by side with far
much of the fuhm for Alaskan Inuit. Fundamental decisions
more modest homes.
It meant the electrificationof villages, the
concerning self-government and models for self-government
installation of heating and utilidor systems
in some villages and (e.g., tribal governments or native corporations) have to be
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At the same time that
dependenceon the federal bureaucracy
increased, the Inuit respondedby beginning a grassroots movement, thecooperativemovement. At a meetingin George River
to
in 1959, Inuit from northern Quebec met with federal officials
-the firstcooperform the George River Eskimo Co-operative
ative in theCanadian Arctic. Theco-opsprovidedalocal
economicbase by buyingsoapstonecarvingsandgraphics
(oftenmadeatthe
co-op workshops) andby selling food,
clothing and other necessities at favourable prices.
The co-op movement, because it was a genuine grassroots
movement, gave large
a measure of self-sufficiency and pride to
Inuit settlements both in northern Quebec and
in the Northwest
Territories. Through thegreat success of its print and sculpture
workshops, it gaveanenormousboost
to Inuit culture and
economy by issuing artistic recognition and financial rewards
for Inuit andby promoting Inuit graphics and carvingsin North
FIG.3. Justice Thomas Berger discussing his report on ANCSA with Edna
American and overseas markets.
MacLean and Eileen MacLean. Photo credit: Alootook
Ipellie, courtesy of ICC.
At the sametime, the CanadianInuit slowly gained a greater
political voice with the formationof Inuit Tapirisat (197 1) the Inuit national organization representing the six Inuit regional
organizations -the election of thefirst Inuit federal member
of
taken. Jurisdiction and management fish
of and wildlife, particParliament, the appointment of an Inuit senator and the formaularly native peoples’
right to subsistence hunting, and trapping
tion of the Territorial Legislature in the N.W.T. with several
and gathering on native lands haveto be negotiated. The role of
Inuit, Dene and Metis as elected MLAs.
the village and the
regional corporationshas to be re-evaluated.
In 1968, a federal whitepaper on the future of telecommuniAll of these decisions touchupon the Alaskan Inuit’s relationcations satellites in Canada recommended a satellite system for
ship to the land, which ultimately, more than anything else,
the North. In 1972, Canada set up the world’s fist domestic
determines the future of their Culture.
geo-stationary satellite system, which made it possible
to establish
stable
and
reliable
telecommunications
in
the
North,
be it
CANADA
telephone service or television. The Anik satellites helped to
In Canada, the war years also brought an American presenceovercome someof the geographical and psychological isolation
to theNorth, where they built a numberair
ofbases. As several of the Canadian North. Orbital satellites were already being
used as navigational aids and to survey many meteorological
of the bases’ landing
strips were later converted into commercial
airports, it helped makethe North moreaccessible. At the same and geophysical conditions, all obtaining moreinformation
about the Arctic and makingit more accessibleto southerners.
time, the American presence
also started to raise the questionof
Butitwasthegeo-stationarycommunications
satellites that
arctic sovereignty. Partly because of this, the federal government took a new interest inInuit,
the who could help them assertperhaps made the biggest impact. The easy access to satellite
for miningand oil exploration
Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic. Thus, Inuit from the west communicationwasaboost
companies, whose activities it facilitated, and it introduced
coast of northernQuebec, particularly from thedistrict around
television to the Inuit, at first showing them another world but
Inoudjuac (Port Harrison), weae relocated to the areasof Resolute Bay and
Grise Fjord, and new government services were setlater becoming an importanttool for the assertion of their
identity and their culture. Satellite communication led to the
up there.
formation of Targramiut Nipingat(TNI), the Inukshuk project
The relocation of Inuit into centralized settlements in their
and the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation (IBC) and later of the
region or to settlements in other parts of the Arctic initially
got
Okalukatiget Society (Labrador) and the Inuvialuit Communiunder way as a result of famine in the Keewatin and Ungava
cations Society during the late seventies and earlyeighties.
districts in the late forties and early fifties. Inuit were also
Another major step in the process of change was the James
resettled from theUngavaareabecause
of thediminishing
BayAgreement in 1975, which gave the Inuit of northern
huntinggrounds. The centralizing resettlementswere later
extended to all Inuit areas, for the federal government pursued a Quebec a measure of self-government and financial compensation. It set up the Kativik School Board, which has autonomy
centralization policy, moving Inuit from outposts, camps and
over Inuit education in most
settlementsin northernQuebec; the
small settlements into larger settlements. As in Greenland, the
disruptions caused by
this relocation policyalso had devastating Kativik RegionalGovernmentin Kuujjuaq;the Makivik Corporation, which, among other functions, oversees several business
effects in terms of high suicide rates and alcoholism.
ventures.
The Liberal government wanted to extend the benefits of
The repatriated Canadian Constitution from 1982 acknowlbeing a Canadian citizen to everyone, including the Inuit; this
edged the “existing aboriginal rights” of the Inuit, and indeed
meantsettingupcentralized
health, educationaland social
acknowledged the Inuit as a distinct people for the first time.
services, which in turn entailed a central administrative strucSince then, the Inuit, Indians and Metis have participated in
ture. The Conservative government in the sixties perpetuated
three constitutionalconferences with the federal prime minister
these policies; indeed, Diefenbaker’s vision of a new northern
andthetenprovincial
premiers to define moreclearlythe
frontierwith expandedresource development addedto the influx
conceptofaboriginal rights, but there has yet to be final
of southern bureaucracy, with a continuously increasing govclarification.
ernment involvementin education, health and social services.
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ones to suffer the directloss of pride from the destruction
of the
AreferendumheldintheNorthwest
Territories in 1982
accepted divisioninto an Inuit territory to be called Nunavut and hunting traditions and because theyhad to cope with home and
family. The women were often the ones who adapted more
a western temtory, having a population mainly of Dene and
whites, to be called Denendeh. The division has been accepted easily to highereducation, who became the teachers and social
workers, who learned to live more comfortably in the larger
by Cabinet in the Canadian Parliament but
details still remain to
be worked out. Nunavut will at first
be a bilingual (English and towns. The other side of this coin, of course, is that since the
alcoholism andthe despair were predominant amongmen, this
Inuktitut) Inuit temtory and possibly later an Inuit province.
led to high incidences of spousal assault and child abuse. It is
This could havequite important consequencesfor the future of
noteworthy that across the Arctic
an amazing numberof powerthe circumpolar world and the interrelationshipGreenland,
with
ful women have emerged. Canada might wellbe the very best
to the east, and Alaska, to the west. It would strengthen the
example of this, if you look at what could be considered the
political, economic andculturalbonds among these three regions
three major Inuit organizations in Canada: the presidentof the
to a considerable degree
by creating a transnationalInuit homeland and helping to make the circumpolar region into a major Inuit Circumpolar Conference (which is, of course, more of an
international rather than national organization) is a Canadian
international, political and economicentity.
Inuit woman, Mary Simon; the Inuit Tapirisat is headed by
The Canadian Inuit generally lackthe financial resourcesof
President Rhoda Innukshuk; and the
Inuit Broadcasting Corpothe oil-rich Alaskan Inuit or the reasonably stable, well-to-do
ration is ledby President Rosemarie Kuptana(Fig. 4).
(though subsidized) economy
of the Greenlanders.The northern
Quebec Inuit have done well financially because
of the business
acumen of Makivik Corporation, which was set up with the
compensation moneyfrom the James BayAgreement, and the
new CopeAgreementgives
financial compensation to the
Inuvialuit. The Inuit-owned co-ops have
also provided astable,
though modest, community-based economy, but agreat deal of
the northern economy
still depends on government projects and
grants.
Although the Canadian Inuit have had neither the oil-boom
wealth oftheir Alaskan NorthSlope brethren northe Home Rule
status of the Greenlanders, they have retained a firm grip on
their culture and made important
contributionsto contemporary
Inuit culture in the fields of public policy, educationand
broadcasting.
SOME INUIT PERCEPTIONS OF CHANGE

Iaskedanumber
of well-known Inuit whoaredirectly
involved inthe cultural life of their regions about what they sawFIG.4. Rosemarie Kuptana, Presidentof Inuit Broadcasting Corporation (Canin Kotzebue, Alaska,
ada), addresses a workshop at the ICC General Assembly
as the biggest cultural change in the last 40 years. During our
1983. Photo credit: AlootookIpellie, courtesy of ICC.
talks, it quickly became clear that the biggest change they saw
was the whole turn toward materialism- toward an individualCentral, also, is the lackof regret; whitepeopleoften
istic as well as a consumer goods and profit-orientedway oflife.
nostalgically mention the grand
Inuk, alone on theland, resistIt is a change from a purely subsistence economy to a mixed
-but that seems
ing theelements and vanquishing the animals
economy, a life diametrically opposed to their traditional life
to be much more a white man’s nostalgia than an Inuk’s. It is
based on communal
sharing. Another majorchange is seento be
startling how un-nostalgic the Inuit whom I spoke to are and
going from being isolated communities
cut off fromthe rest of
how astute they are in separating the positive impacts
from the
the world either by government policy or by circumstance to
negative. It is also remarkablehow self-confident they
are about
now feeling they are part of the modem world. The loss of
themselves as Inuit and about the Inuit’s place in the modem
traditional skills and language are lamented, butthereisa
feeling of hope in this regard: in fact, one of the changes taking world. There is a strong feeling that they are no longer an
endangered people or culture and that infact they have much to
place right now is that
the younger generationsare keen to learn
contribute in the modem circumpolarworld both nationally and
both traditionalskills and language. This change in attitudehas
internationally in their respective countries. Surely that selfcome about through
new, quite exciting developments in educaconfidence
vis-his the modem white world is a major cultural
tion, in variousheritageand cultural projects, and to some
extent by theradio and television programs being broadcast in change in itself.
Whatthenweresomeof
the majorculturalchanges as
various Inuit languages.
experienced
by
these
Inuit?
Changesineducationandits
SeveralInuit also mentioned thatone of the effects of political
influence
on
the
preservation
of
their language are a major
and economic changes, particularly centralization,has been that
concern to Annie Popert, Director General of Kativik School
it has given a new role to Inuit women. Centralization often
Board, andEva Lepage, a teacher in the Kativik school in
destroyed the communal patterns of living and very often also
Kuujjuaq:
the subsistencehunting. It often led to unemployment, disorienAuthor: What in your mind is one or several
of the major cultural
it
tation anddespair, but moreso among Inuit men than women,
changes that has taken place among the Inuit in the last years?
seems. Inuit have pointed out to me that it was easier for the
women to cope with these changes, because they were not the
Annie Popert: I would say that
as far as educationis concerned in
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the last20 years, the biggest change for the better is that we have properly rather than just teaching students to read and write in
Inuktitut.
Inuktitut in the schools now, we have culture classes, we have
excursions on the land. Whereas, when I was going to school,
Author: What do you mean by “properly,” Jonah?
we had none of that, we were taught in English,
no culture
Jonah Kelly: When I went to school in the English language,
classes at all and no excursions.
they told me how to do “proper” sentences in Inuktitut. of
Many
Eva Lepage: I think education has changed very much. I think
us have seen Lone Ranger and Tonto. Tonto will say “me no
the teachers are much more aware of Inuit culture than the
look”; at the present time Inuktitut
is almost like Tonto speaking
I think that the teachers who came
teachers that came in before.
Inuktitut. I hope that will change. That is one explanation I have
in from the South came with this attitude that they had a lot to
in comparing Inuktitut to English.
give and nothing to receive from the community. Teachers are a
Author: In Baffin, there is something called Jonah Kelly Inuktitut
lot more aware now that it’s both ways rather than just the one
and you have played a great dealin safeguarding the language.
way, which it was very much in my days when I was going to
But what role has the media played in either helping or not
school.
helping the language?
Author: But a big change would also be the teachers themselves;
Jonah Kelly: SinceIstartedworkingattheCBC,Itryto
I mean, 20 years ago you didn’t have any Inuit teachers very
or
maintain the proper use of sentences in Inuktitut without using
few, and certainly the directors were not Inuit, were they?
bits of English here or bits
of English-oriented language, which
Annie Popert: Yes, that’s another big change. I guess as far as
is very, very important. I maintain the South Baffin dialect,
people working in education, the change is that it is now Inuit at which has become quite understandable even as far down as
all levels in northern Quebec. I don’t know the exact percentage
Eskimo Point, where they have a different dialect. The CBC
of Inuit teachers, but it would be close to 50 percent, I think. In
made a policy
of hiring a local person who had a specific dialect,
each of our schools, we have Inuit administrators. Mostof our
which would then be maintainedon the radio.
school principals are still not Inuit, but that is changing; we have
two school principals that are Inuit now. In administration, at the In Alaska, the concern about language is muchthe same.
Edna MacLean,professor of Inupiaqatthe
University of
head office, we have a fairly good number
of administrators, as
Alaska,Fairbanks,speaksstrongly
of howsheremembers
wellastechnicalstaff,who
are Inuit, so that’sanother big
language teaching in her childhood and how this has changed:
change that has come around.
I guess the biggest change in education in northern Quebec is
that the education system run
is totally by Inuit-that is to say,
EdnaMacLean: . . . well that wasthe 1940s, we were punished
our school commissioners are all Inuit. People in our positions,
for speaking Inupiaq, you know, first grade, second grade. My
like Eva and myself, who are administrators, we have a lot of
kindergartenteacherwasInupiaqbuttheteacherswerenot
input into how the education system is going to be run. These
supposed to speak Inupiaq .
she taught primarily in English
Inuit, like our teachers who have gone
on to jobs in administration, have the know-how, they have the pedagogical background but when we had difficulty understanding what she was trying to
teach us, instead of getting frustrated, she’d explain the whole
and they are very confident in being educators. [Interview, June
thing in Inupiaq. We were supposed to report her, but she did it
1987.1
anyway. So, that was kindergarten, and then first grade was an
Their remarks point out the great changes in language and
English teacher; I don’t remember that year, but it was uncomeducation policyand in the relationship between white and Inuit fortable, as I recall. Not for myself but for my classmates,
as reflected in the administrative structures.
because I remember so many people crying and that year just
kind of went. One thing I remember about fiist year was there
Changes in language are also the major concern of Jonah
was a little room
in the classroom where you could go, and when
Kelly, a respected Inuit broadcaster with CBC North (Iqaluit)
youwhispered,then
the teacherwouldn’thearusspeaking
for over 25 years. Jonah Kelly is known all over the Eastern
Inupiaq, and I remember that was the best place in the classArctic for his deep concern for the state of Inuktitutand his
room. That persisted up until the early sixties.
attempts through the radio medium tokeep it correct and up to
Author:
People even got hitdate. Jonah Kelly spoke to me in Iqaluit in June 1987:
Edna MacLean: Oh, my goodness, you had your ears pulled! I
Jonah Kelly: One major change in our culture has been we
that
remember standing in front of the classroom for 15 minutes, I
are educated in a foreign language.
mean after the f i s t 5 minutes, that’s hard. And for speaking
Inupiaq, even during recess there would be teachers monitoring,
Author: What has beenthe effect of that change,do you think?
standingoutsidelisteningtoseewhetherwewerespeaking
Jonah Kelly: I think the effect of that change is that there has
Inupiaq or not.It was terrible. Some children who did not know
been a kind of loss of identity of Inuit culture, in the way we
English had their ears pulled constantly. I had my ear pulled
move, the way we eat, the way we do hunting. That changed a
once and my mother came back with my younger brother
on Max
lot of things from more traditional culture that we were brought
her back. We used gotohome for lunch and
I
told my mom that I
up in.
had my ear pulled -this must have been in the fourth grade
I
Author: Is the language situation changing more? Is it going
knew she gotangry just from listening to me, she asked me what
back to Inuktitut?
I had done, and
I said I had spoken Inupiaq,
I was whispering to
my girlfriend who was sittingin the back. I forgot thatI wasn’t
Jonah Kelly: I think the Inuktitut language is coming back after
supposed to speak Inupiaq in the class and
I told the girl next to
more than 35 or 40 years. It’s coming back at least where the
me and the teacher didn’t understand what I was saying,
so she
language has almost totally disappeared, in the western part of
came up and pulled my ear. But after lunch, I saw my mother
the Territories in the Inuvik area. Over here in the east,
we are
stomping across the lagoon to the school.
I thought she was
fortunate that we didn’t have to go through what the Inuit there
going to the hospital but she was coming for the teacher, and
I
have gone through.The missionary schools were not introduced
heard her open the door and I heard the loud knocking on the
here, and the federal schools that were here were a lot more
door, and she pulled that teacher
of the
out classroom and started
complex and flexible than the missionary schools, where the
hollering at her- but nobody would do that now. . But it was
studentstendedtolosetheirInuktitutlanguage.Ithinkit’s
bad then, it was really that bad.
I hopethoseeducatorswill
do it
comingbackslowly,but
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When youtalkaboutthingssuchastelevisionintermsof
programming that is not educational, it is harmful to the cultural
would just never happen now.
Edna MacLeun:Oh, I guess just people waking up to the fact that growth. I think that it is important to note that we are now taking
more control over communication and therefore our programnobody can treat you that way, the civil rights movement in the
ming is beginning to have more cultural content, because
I feel
early 1960s.
that education and communications are two key areas that can be
Author: You mean, a sort of spillover from the Lower48?
used as tools to uphold and allow our culture and language to
Edna MacLean: Oh yes, that’s whereall the thingsfor teaching
grow and be a strong foundation.
bilingually stem from-civil rights, equal rights. It spilled over
Author: What role has ICC playedthis?
in You say that there was
into bilingualism in the schools, which began with the Japanese,
no contact with the outside world
-is ICC an outgrowth of this
I guess, in San Francisco
-you know, the Lau vs. Nichols case
contact with more people? In other words, is ICCa product of
in California.
this cultural change? And the second question to that is, in what
Author: But how did the influence come, through following
ways will ICC affect more cultural change?
court cases like that one, or through seeing civil rights demonMary Simon: We want cultural change in a positive way.
I think
strations on the television?
ICC can be used as a vehicle to promote the growthof culture
Edna MacLean: I think the combination of all
of them, because
and language and to strengthenI think
it.
that it aisvery positive
they can’t treat people that way, and there wasof apreaching
lot
fact that we are living as a people, living in different countries,
about that concept
of civil rights, equal rights and equal opportubut are able to work together at concerns and aspirations we have
nity, and it just spilled over. A lot of people at that time too,
I
jointly, whether they are cultural or otherwise. I think that is
think, were beginning to have new ideas. Alaska was still
a
going to make
a positive change, perhaps going back to the more
territory then and they were forming governments that were
original foundation that we as a people depend on in terms of
more responsive to the regions, and Eben Hopson was also very
culture.
vocal at that time, he was within the State Legislature and they
Author: Is ICC an outgrowth of the breakdown
of isolation?
knew that something was going to happen.
I can remember
Mary
Simon:
I
suppose
the
more
contact
we
have
had, the more
Inupiaq talking and giving speeches; then they started trying to
avenues
we
need
in
order
to
facilitate
that
contact.
I
don’t
know
look out for themselves and started forming meetings and started
if it’s a growth of what’s happened in the past, but Iwhen
said we
looking into what type of government would be best for themwere not in contact with the outside world,I was talking about
selves. [Interview, June 1987.1
the southern exposure rather than the northern, because maybe it
wasn’t as often that people were in contact in earlier days but
Mary Simon, President of the Inuit Circumpolar
Conference,
there was still contact among the Inuit because they lived in
reflects on the changes shehas seen since her childhood:
Quebec or in the Territories. There was that contact among the
Mary Simon: Inuit were fairly nomadic people. They used to
people. [Interview, June 1987.1
travel a lot with the availability of animals and seasons, and the
Theintroduction of television hascertainlybeen a major
timing of their hunt determined where they were, to
a large
extent. Then, whether it was for a good reason or not, the fact
cultural change. At first it was seen as quite disruptive, and to
thatpeoplestartedbeingsettledintowhatisknownasthe
some degree stillis, because of its portrayalof violence and its
community has created a cultural change among the Inuit- a
constant exposure of materialistic values,but as Inuit, particuvery definite change, because not only has it brought about
of
larly in northern Canada and Greenland, have gained control
change among the Inuit, but also
a very definite change in terms
it, they have managed
to stem a great deal
of its negative impact
of the units that were established in being able to govern one’s
and to useitasamediumtopromotetheInuitcultureand
life. They became dependent on another type of system that was
of theInuit
language.Aim0Nookiguak,regionalmanager
being brought in. As a result of that, I think there has been a
Broadcasting
Corporation
in
Iqaluit,
gives
his
view
of the
major cultural change. Another one is the fact that weare now
changes:
exposed to many different societies, and as a result there has
been, I think, a lot of assimilationinterms of cultureand
Ithasn’treallychangedtheInuitthatmuch,butithas
language -the fact that we have had to
a second
learn language.
broadened their scope of understanding
of what’s going on in the
In some regions our language has been virtually lost. That ais
rest of Canada. It has been quite a cultural change in terms of
major cultural change.
delivering information to our own people, but we are using it
I guess, like any society, when you start being exposed to
quite effectively. We have taken advantage of modem technolwhat we call certain luxuries, then people have a tendency to
ogy in delivering the information that needsbetoknown by the
want them and to appreciate the fact thatif you, for example,
general public, and by the general public
I specifically mean the
have a washing machine rather than washing everything by
Inuit people that we serve. It has shown that the Inuit media,
hand, of courseyou are going to want that materialistic piece
of
which is not as highly trained as the southern media, is still as
equipment. So, in a sense, as we would become more exposed to
effective. We don’t deliver media information as aggressively as
whatisavailableindifferentsocietiesinterms
of material
the southern people do.
I have been sort of dumbfounded to learn
things, then we become more dependent on them and that is
a
that the coverage of southern issues at times tends to be blown
cultural change because we, as apeople, were very self-sufficient way out of proportion where it doesn’t really deliver the message
- we didn’t rely on any type of equipment except hand-made
that he or she intended to deliver.
A good example is watching
stuff years ago when these types of things were not available.
the National News earlier today where there was this great
We didn’t have that type of thing
40 years ago in most places.
mmour that Princess Di was having an affair or going out with
bachelors, which turned out that it was just a mmour. That’s the
Author: Is that a change for the better or for the worse?
kind of thing that I am talking about, and I hope that we will
Mary Simon: I often feel that something like southem television
never be forced to do that. We would like to deliver a concrete
isnotnecessarilyagoodculturalchange,thatalotofthe
messagethatcan be understoodbythegeneralpublicwith
programming that is seen in the North is not culturally approprievidence, not hearsay. [Interview, June 1987.1
ate either for us or for the people in the
South.
There
is too much
To other Inuit, television has also meant a change for the
violence and I think that young children are exposed to many
things that they normally would not learnat such a young age.
better.PeterFrederik Rosing, director of Kalaallit-Nunaata
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arctic research plan in the United
States and in ICC’s principles
on scientific research.
Politically, Inuitarenowassuminggreatermeasures
of
I don’t think that television will come in and change
us all into
self-determination and are certainly directly involved in most
Americans or Europeans. Of course, it has an entertainment
value and will, at the same time, give people some ideas, that itmajor
is decisions. The Greenlanders have their own Home Rule
“cool” to be a European
or an American.We have our increased
parliament; in the Northwest
Territories, the Legislative Assemconsciousness of being our own people, a special people
are who bly includes a majority of aboriginal MLAs; in northern Quebec
able to make
it on our own, even as a small country. We have our
thereistheKatavikRegionalGovernment;theNorthSlope
own special characteristics and our own special culture. I don’t
BoroughAssemblyhasalreadybeenmentioned,andnative
think that television or video can really destroy that consciouspoliticians sit in both the Alaskan Legislature and Senate and
ness. The worst thing that can happen is that a child might
not
natives are included on important
commissions, such as the
use his time to finish his homework or get enough sleep, but in
Presidential
Commission
on
Arctic
Research.
the overall picture, those are small things and are not enough to
The Inuit face many challenges intheir national regions, but
destroy a complete culture. If it were like that, then foreign
the Arctic is more and more emerging as a new international
literature would have spoilt us too, some time ago.
region with commonconcerns and problems that reach
over the
Thereare so many other things that are coming into our
country to distract us from being ourselves and being Greenlandnational borders. Questions such as environmental protection
ers. There is not that much any more in Greenland that is purely and militarization of the Arctic have to be addressed both on a
Greenlandic, except possibly our temperament and personality,
national and an international level. One of the most positive
but that is not a result
of television. It is something that is in our
changes in the Arctic is that the Inuit groups now have organized
souls.
to
confront someof these concerns together and on an internaOur basic Inuit personality is not something that media can
tional
basis. The establishment of the Inuit Circumpolar Conferalter. [Interview, July 1987.1
ence has given them a united
cultural voice and has re-established
oldbondsamongthe
regions. By theearly seventies, the
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Greenlanders had experienced many of the cultural changes
brought about by a centralization policy and an educational
There aremanypositive signs that the future looks more
systemthatglorifiedDanishvalues;theyhadexperienced
promising now for Inuit in the arctic regions than at any other
first-hand how it was to be in a region closed to the external
time in the last 40 years. Major hurdles still need to be dealt
world. The timehad come, someofthem felt, tomakean
with, such as the constitutional question concerning aboriginal
attempt at a reaffirmation of Inuit culture on an international
rights and self-government, including an adequate land base in level. Angmalortok Olsen, a Greenlander, therefore initiated
Canada; the re-evaluation of ANCSA and the resolution of the
the Arctic Peoples Conference in Copenhagen in 1973. Canatribal versus the“corporation” government conflict in Alaska; dian and Alaskan Inuit and Indians, as well as Samis, attended
the question of sub-surface rights and resource development in the conference to discuss common problems and strategies for
Greenland. All three regions urgently need to find solid, longthe future.
term solutions to the establishment of a local, stable economy.
In 1977, the mayor of the North Slope Borough (Alaska),
All areconditions necessary for the continuation and expansion Eben Hopson, whohadattended
the Copenhagen meeting,
of Inuit culture, but these problems are being faced positively
decided that the time had come to formally organize the Inuit
and with agreat deal of willto succeed. Many positive changes across the Arctic in order to ensure the continuation of Inuit
have already taken place among
the Inuit groups. Some of these
culture and the protection of their environment, particularly in
changes include the proliferation of community-based organizathe face of the danger toit posedby the encroachmentof oil and
tions designed to deal constructively with the forcesof cultural
gas companies.
change, such as local education authorities, alcohol and drug
It becameclear to Mayor Hopsonthat, because the Arctic is a
coordinating committees, regionalcouncilsandassociations
single ecological system (irrespective of national boundaries), it
and such cultural institutions as the Inuit Cultural Institute and
is important that an environmental and cultural policy dealing
Avataq Cultural Institute.
with the entire Inuit homeland be formulated, for the land is an
There is a renewed but un-nostalgic awareness amongofInuitintegral part of Inuit
culture, indeed the very basis for
it. Hopson
the valueof the past. This finds expression in a variety
of ways,
also felt that, in order for such a policy to be developed and
e.g., in television programs that record and preserve elders’
implemented, it was imperative to establish an international,
stories, dances and music, and in the establishment of local
pan-arctic Inuit organization that could voice the Inuit’s conmuseums and heritagesocieties. Another major change is Inuit
cerns both nationally and internationally.
involvementin cooperative research; for example, Makivik
In testimonypresentedin 1976 to theMackenzieValley
Corporation has its own researchdepartment, which has done a Pipeline Inquiry conductedby Justice Thomas Berger, Hopson
variety of research projects on everything from archaeology to
outlined these concerns:
harvesting studies. The North Slope Borough has a vast research
With the development of local government, we Inupiat
of the
network; indeed, it has instituted the prestigious North Slope
Arctic Slope have found that we must deal in areas in which local
Borough Science Prize for outstanding northern research. The
government is seldom engaged. Our borough government, for
whole direction of research has moved toward including Inuit
instance, has had to evolve its own policy toward Arctic oil and
and toward respecting and acknowledging traditional knowlgas development that transcends our political borders into a kind
edge. In Canada, for example, the Association of Canadian
of foreign policy.
Universities on Northern Studies promotes its Ethical Principals
The Beaufort Seais a symbol of the reasons for this. There is
only one Beaufort Sea. It is a single Arctic ecological system
on Research in the
North, which sets new standardsfor cooperashared by the North Slope Borough, the Yukon, and the North
tive research. Similar standards are also written into the new
Radioa, Greenland, does
not seethe new mediumas detrimental
either:
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West Territories. We Inupiat are a single Beaufort Sea commucomprehensive arctic policy from the perspective
of the Inuit in
nity living under two national flags.
We must contend with two
the three regions. [Interview, February 1987.1
different political systems and two sets of rules governing oil and A comprehensive arctic policy would deal with a variety of
gas development to protect our environmental values within our concerns (e.g., environmental protection, militarization, cullarger Beaufort coastal community. . . .
ture and language and education) from a united Inuit perspecWe Inupiat feel that safe and responsible Arctic shelf resource
tive. Some ofthe ICC’sother priorities include the formulation
development must be governed by a single set of rules estabof
an Inuit regional
conservationstrategy that will be the basis of
lished by international agreements. We feel thatthespecial

a common environmental and developmental policies approach
for theInuit homeland. ICCalso works at the moment on setting
up communications exchangesacross the Arctic and in developtrust and confidence in the oil industry’s ability to conduct Arctic
ing cultural activitiesfor Inuit youth andchildren, among other
shelf operations safely and responsibly. [Dubay, 1985: 26-27.]
programs. Theyare also undertaking severalstudies concerning
Hopson’s aim was to preserve the
Inuit way of life, the Inuit
the militarizationof the Arctic. The work of the Inuit Circumpoculture; but based on
experience, he knew that order
in to do that lar Conference, both at the international and national levels,
the Inuit had to have political and economic clout and that the
may be a major
force in ensuring a future where the Inuit culture
best way to both ascertain and use it was to have a united front. will be fully respected.
And vice-versa, he knew thatit would be oflittle value to have
The last 40 years have seen remarkably rapid changes as an
economic and political clout if there were no culture left to
old culture was thrustinto the electronic age. As an Inuit once
sustain it. He truly understoodthe interrelationship of economtold me: “A day in the life of my culture is like a decade in the
ics, politics and culture.
life of your culture.” Some changes have resulted in human
In 1977, he therefore invitedInuitfrom Alaska, northern
tragedies and some continue to do so. But it is not to diminish
Canada, Greenland andSiberia to come to Barrow, North Slope
the impactof these tragedies to say thatthere now are many very
Borough, Alaska. In his opening speech
(at what wasto become
positive signs in the Arctic that the Inuit culture will not only
the founding meeting of the Inuit Circumpolar Conference),
live on, but will live on very well. Inuit culture is not the same
HopsonspokeoftheInuit
as “. . . one peopleunderfour
now as it was 40 years ago, but neither is the white man’s
flags,” for though the Inuit
live in Canada, Denmark,the Soviet culture, nor shouldit be. The myth of the grand old Inuk bravely
Union and the United States, their way of life has retained a
facing theelements alonein an igloo on a storm-tossed ice
floe is
remarkable similarity through many
centuries of separation.
a wonderfully romantic and nostalgic
myth, but it is just that Their goals are common right across the Arctic; they want to
an old myth. White people do not live any longer in Bonanza
maintain their close interrelationship with theland; they wantto
Land, or in the Little House on the Prairie, although television
protect thefragile arctic environment;and they wantto preserve
sometimes wantsto pretend that. In the real world white people
and affirm their special Inuit way of
life, culture and language.
live in skyscrapers and deal with the possibilityof nuclear war,
They want non-Inuit who come
into the Arcticto deal with them andintherealworld
Inuit now deal with self-government,
on their premises in a spirit of cooperation, not confrontation.
economic progress, militarization of the Arctic andoil exploraThe Inuit Circumpolar Conference (ICC) was setasup
a cultural tion. Marshall McLuhanonce said that when the present and the
organization but withfirm
a mandate to speak out on a variety
of
future are too scaryto be faced head-on, then
we retreat into the
subjects at the regional, national and international levels.
past, which seemsso much more manageable and
less scary; we
Today the ICC is a flourishing international organization; it
retreat to the igloo or to the Little House on the Prairie.
achieved non-governmental organization (NGO) status at the
There has been much retreat to the old because it was too
UN in 1983. One of its priorities at the moment is to developa
scary to look at the new, but that time now seems
past; the future
comprehensive arctic policy that
integrates Inuit cultural values
is being faced with
confidence. That does not mean disregarding
in all its aspects, as its President, Mary Simon, explains:
the old, but it implies working out positive ways to forge a
renewed Inuit culture out of a traditional Inuit culture meshed
There are a number of priorities that the council has estabwith some of the good parts of European and North American
our executivecouncilmeetingatthe
lished.Whenwehad
culture - and the Inuit are doing it, on their own terms, with
beginning of December [ 19863, wewentthroughallthe
much spirit and with much dedication.
different resolutions and the decisions that were made at the
Cultural and political institutions and organizations such as
GeneralAssemblyinKotzebueanddecidedhowwecould
implement some of these initiatives that had been undertaken by the Home RuleGovernment, the North Slope Borough Assembly, the Manileq Association, the Inuit Tapirisat, the Co-op
the delegates, so to some extent that sets some of the priorities
Federations and theInuit Circumpolar Conference,’to mention
that I have. I had my own priorities when I was running for
-a spirit that
election and those form a part of the overall ICC objectives. Onejust a few, are all manifestations of this new spirit
priority which has always been consistent with my view is the
in itself is maybe the
greatest cultural change in the Arctic in the
development of a comprehensive arctic policy.I see a real need
last 40 years. Inuit culture is being changed to incorporate new
for this typeof initiative coming from the ICC, I and
have always
ways and newideas but remains firmly rooted intradition. It is
emphasized the importance of coming out with a comprehensive in the process of being re-affirmed and
will, no doubt, come to
statement that deals with the different elements of the Arctic that
play a major role as the Arctic now emerges as a new internaare not necessarily seen in a comprehensive way. A lot of the
tional and transnational region.
time various issues are seen in very segmented ways. But you
have tolook at it ina global sense, andI think that by creatingan
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problems of the Arctic necessitate the development
of an international setof Arctic policiesif we Inupiatare to be able to develop

needed to look at the issues in a global sense and how they
interrelate with each other and how one affects
the other. So
that’s one of the priorities - making sure that we develop a
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